INTERACTIVE DISPLAY SYSTEMS HAVE BECOME COMMONPLACE IN THE CLASSROOM, WITH INTERACTIVE PROJECTION SYSTEMS, ALTHOUGH INTRODUCED RELATIVELY RECENTLY, ALREADY BEING EMBRACED ESPECIALLY BY K-12 SCHOOLS. AS MANUFACTURERS BEGIN TO ROLL OUT THE ABILITY TO NOT ONLY ANNOTATE THE DISPLAYED IMAGE BUT ALSO CONTROL THESE SYSTEMS VIA WIRELESS DEVICES, THE STAGE IS NOW BEING SET FOR A NEW LEVEL OF COLLABORATION IN THE CLASSROOM.

"INTERACTIVE PROJECTORS ARE ONLY A YEAR AND A HALF, TWO YEARS OLD, SO [EDUCATORS ARE] STILL GETTING THEIR HANDS AROUND IT," COMMENTED MITCH RAUCH, ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT OF PRO AV AND EDUCATION AT BENQ AMERICA. "THEY'RE STILL FEELING THEIR WAY AROUND TEMPLATES AND LESSON PLANS AND TRYING TO INCORPORATE THEIR PREVIOUS WORK INTO THE NEW TECHNOLOGY; THERE'S A LEARNING CURVE."

THAT SAID, "I THINK THE ADOPTION IN K-12 IS MUCH QUicker THAN IN HIGHER EDUCATION," HE ADDED.

OF THE CURRENT TECHNOLOGIES, FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS APPEAR TO BE THE LEAST LIKELY TO BE INSTALLED IN THE CLASSROOM. "THEY SEEM TO BE A LOT MORE EXPENSIVE, ESPECIALLY IF YOU WANT THE INTERACTIVITY," OBSERVED JOHN GLEAD, PRODUCT MANAGER AT HITACHI.

THERE'S ALSO THE ISSUE OF AVAILABLE REAL ESTATE. "WITH AN INTERACTIVE PROJECTOR YOU CAN USE THE WALL OR AN EXISTING BOARD. IF YOU USE AN INTERACTIVE PROJECTOR ON AN EXISTING WHITE BOARD WHEN YOU JUST WANT TO WRITE, YOU'RE NOT LOSING SPACE," SAID GLAD. "IF YOU PUT A LONG LAMP LIFE AND A DURABLE MULTI-LAYERED FILTER BOTH HAVE A REPLACEMENT CYCLE OF UP TO 4,000 HOURS. THE PT-TW231RU BUILT-IN INTERACTIVE FEATURES ENABLE USERS TO PROJECT ONTO SURFACES AND INTERACT WITHOUT A SPECIALIZED BOARD. THE PROJECTOR COMES WITH AN INTERACTIVE PEN AND INTERACTIVE POINTER THAT SENDS WRITTEN INFORMATION BACK TO THE PROJECTOR CAMERA MODULE SO USERS CAN WRITE TEXT, GRAPHICS, OR LINES ON THE PROJECTED IMAGES.

THE NEC NP-M300XS, 3000-LUMEN SHORT THROW PROJECTOR WORKS WELL FOR EDUCATION.

NEW SHORT-THROW AND INTERACTIVE PROJECTOR TECHNOLOGIES ENTER THE CLASSROOM

The NEC NP-M300XS, 3000-lumen short throw projector works well for education.

projectiondesign F21
The projectiondesign F21 single-chip DLP projector comes with full HD native 1080p resolution. It incorporates a high quality zoom lens and a long life lamp. The projector uses projectiondesign’s RealColor color management suite, appropriate for stand-alone or multi-channel blended environments. For greater accuracy, RealColor allows the user to define a desired white point, match the colors from the projector to the picture on the screen or a print.

BenQ LX60ST and LW61ST
The LX60ST and LW61ST education projectors offer an average of 20,000 hours of brightness and 10,000:1 contrast ratio. The units feature instant on/off to save time on warm up and cool down, in addition to manual brightness level adjustment to accommodate different classroom environments. To generate the best image contrast, the projector’s SmartEco advanced mode automatically determines the optimal brightness level based on the input source, while a “no source detected” mode automatically lowers brightness to 10 percent when no display has been detected for more than three minutes. With eco blank mode, teachers can blank out the LX60ST and LW61ST’s screens when not in use to redirect students’ focus while lowering light source power consumption to 50 percent.

Panasonic PT-TW231R
The Panasonic PT-TW231R series short throw LCD projectors come with WXGA resolution and 2,500 lumens of brightness. The series, which includes the PT-TW231RU and PT-TW230U, is appropriate for the education market and have been designed with a short focal lens that allows the device to project an 80-inch diagonal image from approximately 33-inches away from the display surface. A long lamp life and a durable multi-layered filter both have a replacement cycle of up to 4,000 hours. The PT-TW231RU built-in interactive features enable users to project onto surfaces and interact without a specialized board. The projector comes with an interactive pen and interactive pointer that sends written information back to the projector camera module so users can write text, graphics, or lines on the projected images.
flat panel in there, you have to mount it somewhere. If you put another flat panel or another white board up, you lose space.”

A flat panel also needs to be large enough for students at the rear of the classroom, and that can be expensive. “The cost structure from one technology to the other and the screen sizes required for students to be able to see from a distance still lends to the projector side,” said Rich McPherson, senior product manager of projectors at NEC.

Those factors are certainly helping to drive interactive projector sales. But another factor, the sharper projection angle, is also pushing buyers toward ultra short throw projectors.

With a standard throw projector the teacher can easily cast a shadow on the screen, explained McPherson. “The user has to be extremely aware that when they’re writing they can’t create an area where the shadow will overtake the tip of the pen, because then the system won’t

NEC PX700W, PX800X
The 7000-lumen PX700W and 8000-lumen PX800X are professional installation projectors with dual lamps. The projectors’ input panel includes HDMI, DisplayPort, USB viewer, and three separate analog computer inputs, which come in handy when quickly switching between presentations. The PX700W and PX800X each offer open pluggable specification. It supports multiple input cards, including an HD/SD-SDI and single board computer (SBC). Additionally, the projectors’ networking capabilities include integrated RJ45, optional high-speed wireless, and several Windows networking features that allow users to connect to the shared network, control a networked computer through the projectors’ USB input and display multimedia files.

Canon REALiS SX80 Mark II
The Canon REALiS SX80 Mark II is an SXGA+ resolution portable desktop projector using liquid crystal on silicon display technology for high (3,000-lumen) brightness that eliminates the need to dim classroom lights. The Canon REALiS SX80 Mark II displays detail with accurate color and quiet operation. Other features include a genuine Canon zoom lens, a built-in USB port to display visuals directly from a thumb drive, an HDMI terminal for projection of high-quality digital images and 1080p HD video, and various auto setup features that make using the projector very easy.

ViewSonic PJ6e
ViewSonic’s PJ6e series projectors are equipped with Crestron RoomView network management software that enables centralized control for up to 250 projectors. The projectors are also AMX certified. With ViewSonic’s Smart ECO technology, PJ6e series users can present their content with the appropriate lighting to capture audience focus by dimming an image as needed while enjoying an automatic energy savings. Furthermore, the PJ6e Series’ ECO mode delivers a lamp life of up to 6,000 hours for greater energy and cost savings, along with noise reduction. When it comes to lamp maintenance, the series’ top slide door design makes the task easier than ever.

Sharp XG-SV100W, XG-SV200X
The XG-SV100W offers 4,500 lumens brightness, HD compatible WXGA native resolution and a 2,000:1 contrast ratio, while the XG-SV200X offers 5,000 lumens brightness, XGA native resolution and a 2,000:1 contrast ratio. A 2.0 optical power zoom/focus lens with motorized horizontal and vertical lens shift provides picture quality with great placement flexibility. High output 10-watt audio systems deliver ample sound for presentations, with stereo “VAO” variable audio line output provided to easily interface the projector with an external sound system. Both models are 3D ready with DLP Link™ technology to deliver SD presentations when used with compatible 3D field sequential content, PCs, and active shutter glasses.
know where the pen is; it relies on that feedback.”

One way to completely eliminate shadows is to work wirelessly. The proliferation of the iPad and other wireless tablets—some higher education establishments even give them to students who enroll—has allowed teachers to step away from the board.

“Through 2015, in the data that we’ve seen, the iPad is the dominant tablet in the market, whether it’s business or K-12. It behooves us to create software that’s going to work on the market leader first,” said Glad. Hitachi also offers a tablet that connects wirelessly with its short throw, ultra short throw, and standard throw projectors, without the need for a computer, said Glad. “You use no software, just this wireless tablet.”

“You can use any of the Android devices with our boards, or you can use the iPad,” said Michelle Connolly, national sales manager for the education team at Panasonic. “And we have a new Toughpad coming out in May. It’s durable, military grade; you can spray water on it.”

According to McPherson, “We’ve created software that allows us to place an app on an iPad, software that sits on the computer, whether PC or Mac, and use the iPad to do all the annotation and control of the computer.”

“Just as important,” noted McPherson, “is the fact that it doesn’t rely on [schools] having to purchase a short or ultra short throw projector. You can use any standard projector, because you’re never blocking the interactive system—it’s at your fingertips.”

“Working wirelessly offers other benefits, too. The teacher can face the room, and can also put the device into a student’s hands, allowing them to annotate from their desk.”

Tablet use also eliminates a very real issue associated with white boards in the classroom, where younger and smaller students are unable to reach the top of the equipment, McPherson also noted. “With an iPad you can annotate any point on the image.”

---

**Mitsubishi WD385U-EST**
- Mitsubishi’s wide-screen format WD385U-EST and XGA-resolution XD365U-EST 3D-ready projectors support single or dual pen functionality when used with interactive teaching software. Students and teachers can make annotations on almost any solid surface. The dual pen functionality enables two pens to be used independently at the same time. Like its other extreme short-throw projectors, Mitsubishi’s WD385U-EST and XD365U-EST projectors are built with a specially crafted lens that provides short-throw focus performance and can project a 70-inch (diagonal) image from less than 23-inches away.

**Hitachi CP-D31N**
- The Hitachi CP-D31N can project an 80-inch image at a 32-inch short throw distance, making it appropriate for education, business and commercial applications where space is limited yet where large, clear, and bright images are required. The CP-D31N offers network connectivity via an RJ-45 ethernet jack for connection to a local area network (LAN), allowing content to be sent directly from a computer to the projector via the network, as well as facilitating monitoring and maintenance via the LAN. Hitachi’s PJMessenger function allows text messages and audio alerts to be sent on all networked projectors, an effective way to send announcements throughout an entire campus or facility.

**Epson BrightLink**
- Epson’s ultra-short throw projectors offer an interactive projector-pen combination with advanced connectivity options to project onto any existing whiteboard, wall, or other smooth, light-colored, hard surface. Epson’s three ultra-short throw BrightLink models offer dual pen interactivity and built-in annotation technology that allows teachers and students to instantly interact directly with a projected image from a variety of devices beyond the PC. With the new ultra-short throw BrightLink 475Wi, 480Wi, and 485Wi models, teachers are free to connect existing multimedia devices already in their classroom, over their network or even PC-free and keep writing. Epson’s three short throw models, the BrightLink 425Wi, 430i, and 435Wi come with an included wall mount and two interactive pens and deliver a large, interactive learning area.
For Panasonic, interactivity means more than just collaboration between teachers and students. Because the company makes such a variety of products, many of them can be interconnected. For example, said Connolly, “Our boards can be connected via USB to our audio systems.”

Some Panasonic boards even feature integrated loudspeakers. “With a projector you still need a sound system,” noted Connolly. That typically means extra wiring and added options. “But ours are embedded in the board and are also served from the projector.”

Rauch believes that projectors in the SMART and Promethean lesson plan environments are about due for replacement. “They’re getting ready to cycle through a couple hundred thousand projectors that are coming of age. I think a lot of educators are starting to look to interactive projectors to complement the software that’s in those embedded boards.”

Once a factor in decision making, lamp life is less of a concern now, said McPherson. “When customers were first purchasing projectors you were looking at 1,000, 1,500, 2,000 hours. Now you’re getting 6,000, 8,000, 10,000 hours.”

Buying inexpensive projectors can be a false economy, agreed Connolly. “A year or two down the road those projectors might have filters that go within 1,000 hours. Most of our projectors are 12,000 hours, because of our rotating filter. Our lamps are over 6,000 hours.”

BenQ has recently introduced two laser projectors. “In average school usage that’s eight to 10 years on the light source,” said Rauch. “Schools no longer have to replace the bulbs five times [in a product’s lifetime].”

The new projectors offer additional ecological benefits. According to Rauch, “A projector puts out about 140-degree temperature, which affects the cooling costs in a classroom. With a laser it’s only about 70 degrees.” Lasers are—literally—cool.

Steve Harvey (psnpost@nbmedia.com) has been west coast editor for Pro Sound News since 2000 and also contributes to TV Technology and Pro Audio Review. He has 30 years of hands-on experience with a wide range of audio production technologies.
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